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Wash Sales:  
Why They Happen and How to Handle Them

In periods of elevated volatility such as the fourth quarter of 2018—when we saw 
the largest quarterly decline in the US market, as measured by the S&P 500®, 
since the third quarter of 2011—investors have many opportunities to harvest 
losses. Preserving tax benefits by avoiding wash-sale violations becomes even 
more important during these periods. 

Parametric tries to avoid wash sales altogether whenever possible. However, 
there are occasional circumstances that make wash sales unavoidable. It’s 
important to understand why they occur and why they aren’t necessarily a 
negative. This paper covers why wash sales occur in accounts, their impact on 
portfolios, and how to minimize violations. 
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How does a wash sale impact a portfolio?
The IRS designed its wash-sale rule to prevent taxpayers from claiming a loss on the sale of a stock 
if they purchase comparable replacement shares within 30 days before or after the sale. If a wash 
sale occurs in a portfolio, the IRS disallows the losses and adjusts the basis of the replacement 
shares upward by the amount of the disallowance. The losses aren’t necessarily lost because of this 
adjustment; they’re just delayed until the investor can sell the replacement shares in the future. 

What causes wash sales in client accounts?
The most common reason for wash sales to appear in Parametric Custom Core® accounts is that 
a portfolio has a large contribution or withdrawal after a recent loss harvest. In the case of a 
contribution during the wash-sale period, our portfolio managers may buy back some names that 
were recently sold at a loss, causing a wash-sale rule violation. 

It’s important to understand why a portfolio manager may purposefully generate these wash-sale 
violations. Each time a manager makes a trade, they simultaneously minimize the tracking to the 
benchmark and maximize the tax benefit. When a large contribution is made during the wash-sale 
period, the manager wants to make sure the portfolio continues to track the benchmark by limiting 
underweights in the larger benchmark names. For example, if we sold a portion of Microsoft 
to generate losses, we’d buy back Microsoft if there’s a large contribution, since it’s one of the 
largest weights in the benchmark.

When a manager buys back previously sold positions during the wash-sale period, this creates 
a wash-sale violation. The IRS would disallow some of the losses and adjust the basis of the 
replacement shares, reducing the potential realized gains when or if the manager sells the shares 
in the future. Using the previous example, the losses we realized selling Microsoft would be 
disallowed, and the cost basis of the replacement shares would rise by the amount of losses that 
were disallowed. The loss would be deferred until we sell the replacement shares.

Figure 1: Example of a wash-sale rule violation triggered by a contribution following  
a loss-harvesting trade

Date Shares Price

Buy January 1 100 $100.00

Sell June 1 50 $92.00

Buy June 15 100 $92.00

For illustrative purposes only. Not a recommendation to buy or sell any security. All investments are subject to the risk of loss.

In this example, after an initial purchase of 100 shares on January 1, we harvest 50 shares on 
June 1 for a loss of $400 ($8 loss per share multiplied by 50 shares). Due to a large contribution 
into the account two weeks later, we repurchase 100 shares of the security.1 This purchase 
triggers a wash-sale violation. The $400 loss is disallowed, and the cost basis is added to 
the securities purchased on June 15. The example transaction in figure 1 shows the purchase 
triggering a wash-sale violation 15 days after the sale, even though the sale happened more than 
30 days after the original purchase. It’s important to remember that violations occur if a purchase 
takes place within 30 days before and 30 days after a sale. 

1  For smaller contributions, we design 
Parametric systems to avoid this 
type of wash sale. For contributions 
of 20% or greater, the portfolio 
manager must weigh the costs of 
mistracking against the costs of the 
wash sale and choose accordingly.
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Violations may also occur if there’s a substantial withdrawal during the wash-sale period of a 
recently loss-harvested account. When losses are realized in a portfolio, the manager sells a 
basket of securities and purchases replacement securities simultaneously. For the securities that 
were just purchased, a wash-sale violation occurs when we sell the same security to fund the 
withdrawal. Losses realized in selling the security would therefore cause a wash-sale violation, 
disallowing at least a portion of the losses and adjusting the basis of the remaining shares.

Figure 2: Example of a wash-sale rule violation triggered by a withdrawal following a loss-
harvesting trade

In our second example, after an initial purchase of 100 shares on January 1, we purchase an 
additional 10 shares on June 1. We may have decided to purchase these shares to improve tracking 
error in the context of a loss-harvesting trade. The large client withdrawal on June 15 results in 
the sale of 50 shares of the security on June 15. The sale appears to be a $500 loss ($10 loss per 
share multiplied by 50 shares).2 However, this loss is partially disallowed because of the 10 shares 
purchased on June 1.3 The disallowed loss is added to the cost basis of the shares purchased on 
June 1, which creates a future tax-loss harvesting opportunity. 

How does Parametric minimize wash-sale violations?
Once we sell a position at a loss or purchase a new lot, we place restrictions on the positions in 
the portfolio to prevent violations. Clients with linked portfolios will see wash-sale restrictions 
applied to all linked accounts. Once we trade an account for loss harvesting, we typically won’t 
trade it again until it’s out of the wash-sale period. However, as described in the prior examples, 
it’s not uncommon for large contributions or withdrawals to trigger a wash sale. It’s also important 
to keep in mind that while the losses are temporarily disallowed, the cost basis is retained, which 
can result in a future tax-loss harvesting opportunity.

Conclusion
Amid higher volatility and increased opportunity for loss harvesting, avoiding wash-sale violations to 
preserve realized losses is important. While we can avoid most wash sales, there are times when 
wash-sale violations may occur as part of regular portfolio management. We work to minimize both 
the frequency and impact of wash-sale violations to give our clients the freedom to purchase and 
sell securities without restrictions.

Date Shares Price

Buy January 1 100 $100.00

Buy June 1 10 $95.00

Sell June 15 50 $90.00

For illustrative purposes only. Not a recommendation to buy or sell any security. All investments are subject to the risk of loss.

2  This example assumes HIFO  
(highest in, first out) accounting.

3  We technically purchased 10 
replacement shares, so the loss on 
10 shares of the June 15 sale would 
be disallowed. Of the total $500 loss, 
$100 ($10 per loss multiplied by 10 
shares) would be disallowed and this 
loss would be added to the cost basis 
of the shares purchased on June 1.
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About

Parametric Portfolio Associates LLC (“Parametric”), 
headquartered in Seattle, is registered as an investment 
advisor with the Securities and Exchange Commission 
under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. Parametric is a 
leading global asset management firm, providing investment 
strategies and customized exposure management directly to 
institutional investors and indirectly to individual investors 
through financial intermediaries. Parametric offers a variety 
of rules-based investment strategies, including alpha-seeking 
equity, fixed-income, alternative, and options strategies. 
Parametric also offers implementation services, including 
customized equity, traditional overlay, and centralized 
portfolio management. Parametric is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Eaton Vance Corp. and offers these capabilities 
through offices located in Seattle, Boston, Minneapolis, New 
York City, and Westport, Connecticut.

Disclosures

This material may not be reproduced, in whole or in part, 
without the written consent of Parametric. Parametric and 
its affiliates are not responsible for its use by other parties. 
This information is intended solely to report on investment 
strategies and opportunities identified by Parametric. 
Opinions and estimates offered constitute our judgment and 
are subject to change without notice, as are statements of 
financial market trends, which are based on current market 
conditions. We believe the information provided here is 
reliable but do not warrant its accuracy or completeness. 
This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for 
the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. Past 
performance is not indicative of future results. The views 
and strategies described may not be suitable for all investors. 

Investing entails risks, and there can be no assurance that 
Parametric will achieve profits or avoid incurring losses. 
Parametric does not provide legal, tax, or accounting advice 
or services. Clients should consult with their own tax or legal 
advisor prior to entering into any transaction or strategy 
described herein.

Charts, graphs, and other visual presentations and text 
information were derived from internal, proprietary, or 
service vendor technology sources and may have been 
extracted from other firm databases. As a result, the 
tabulation of certain reports may not precisely match other 
published data. Data may have originated from various 
sources, including, but not limited to, Bloomberg, MSCI/
Barra, FactSet, or other systems and programs. Parametric 
makes no representation or endorsement concerning the 
accuracy or propriety of information received from any 
third party. 

This material contains hypothetical or simulated performance 
data, which may not be relied on for investment decisions. 
Hypothetical performance results have many inherent 
limitations, some of which are described below. Hypothetical 
results are unaudited, are calculated in US dollars using the 
internal rate of return, and include advisory fees but exclude 
transaction costs and other expenses and fees that may 
materially affect returns.

Model/target portfolio information presented, including, 
but not limited to, objectives, allocations, and portfolio 
characteristics, is intended to provide a general example of the 
implementation of the strategy and no representation is being 
made that any client account will or is likely to achieve profits 
or losses similar to those shown. In fact, there are frequently 
sharp differences between hypothetical performance results 

and the actual results subsequently achieved by any particular 
trading program. One of the limitations of hypothetical 
performance results is that they are generally prepared with 
the benefit of hindsight. In addition, simulated trading does 
not involve financial risk, and no simulated trading record 
can completely account for the impact of financial risk in 
actual trading. For example, the ability to withstand losses or 
to adhere to a particular trading program in spite of trading 
losses are material points which can also adversely affect 
actual trading results. There are numerous other factors 
related to the markets in general or to the implementation of 
any specific trading program which cannot be fully accounted 
for in the preparation of hypothetical performance results 
and all of which can adversely affect actual trading results. 
Because there may be no actual trading results to compare 
to the hypothetical, backtested, or model performance results, 
clients should be particularly wary of placing undue reliance 
on these hypothetical results. Perspectives, opinions, and 
testing data may change without notice. Detailed backtested 
or model portfolio data is available upon request. No security, 
discipline, or process is profitable all of the time. There is 
always the possibility of loss of investment.

All contents ©2020 Parametric Portfolio Associates® LLC. 
All rights reserved. Parametric Portfolio Associates® is a 
trademark registered in the US Patent and Trademark Office 
and certain foreign jurisdictions.

Parametric is headquartered at 800 Fifth Avenue, Suite 
2800, Seattle, WA 98104. For more information regarding 
Parametric and its investment strategies or to request a copy 
of Parametric’s Form ADV, please contact us at 206 694 5575 
or visit www.parametricportfolio.com.
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